
Release Notes  
Winpos Mega - Version 1044 SP1 Release  

25 May 2023  
 

Enhancements & Changes  

New parameters for the 'hard-coded' Z-report in POS (REG), enabling 
specific logic changes (#472)

 

Stop Z-report from running if there are 'open sales'  

Parameters.Settings.REG.Z-report, check for open sales = True/False.

Default is False.

When False, behaviour is as existing.

When True, REG checks for the following conditions. If any one is found to be true, then a 
message is displayed and the Z-report is prevented from running:

A Table (Guest Check) is open.

An open Suspended Receipt (Layaway/Guest Check) exists.

A transaction is in progress in the Sales Basket.

A transaction is in progress against another user in Interrupt Ordering operation.

Automatically open the Cash drawer when a Z-report is completed  

Parameters.Settings.REG.Z-report, open cash drawer = True/False

Default is False.

When False, behaviour is as existing.

When True, the cash drawer is automatically opened once a Z-report is run.

Automatically confirm to Exit the Accounting Period  

Parameters.Settings.REG.Z-report, exit accounting period = True/False

Default is False.

When False, behaviour is as existing.

When True, if 'Exit Accounting Period' is in use, then instead of asking the question the REG 
automatically performs 'Exit the Accounting Period' without displaying any prompt on the 
screen.
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Issues Fixed  

Critical and Severe Issues fixed  

TOB: Fixed an issue in Total Order Board where a Drive-through order would change position on 
the board if it was paid after a normal order in REG was created and paid for. This happened 
because the payment of a Drive-through order was incorrectly resetting that order's timer. 
(#7718)

POS (REG): Fixed an issue in POS (REG) where a Winpos license without customer registers 
would result in a crash in the start up login window if the automatic login timer ran out of time. 
(#7794)
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